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Through Others’ Eyes





The only true voyage of discovery . . . would be not to visit 

new landscapes, but to possess other eyes, to see the universe 

through the eyes of another, of a hundred others, to see the

hundred universes that each of them sees.

                                      Marcel Proust





the old man

informing his great-grandsons

he once was cool

the old woman

informing her great-grandsons

she once was hot

asked for an adverb,

the sixth grader responding

uglyly

their Dad asserting

his driving isn’t aggressive,

just passionate

a seven year-old

noting he likes addition,

but loves subtraction
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the music teacher

battling two tone-deaf flutists

and a migraine

Mac user’s Grandma

assuming that app is short

for appetizer

a Muslim girl

pondering how she’ll be killed

for tasting pork

the con explaining

how one Honda bumper tap

led to five murders

a student demands

at least partial credit for 

fecal position
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their inner Greeks
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2-2-2-2-2
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do the dead get smarter

in heaven
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in the pantry
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for a shotgun
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Cleveland-born prof lecturing

with a Greek accent
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is so exhausting
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Sunday afternoon . . .

their pug relieving herself

on the priest’s new shoes

old Jewish waiter
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food’s better if chewed
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in London
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cheeky means obese
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teaching his younger cousins

how best to spit

a twelve year-old

teaching her younger cousins

how best to purge

half-Jewish woman

baking cookies shaped like

pigs, lobsters, catfish

quarter-Jewish man

eating gluten-free foods

on Yom Kippur
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coming to blows
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pre vet visit . . .

giving her Peke and herself

Valium

her teen avowing

he is willing to sleep

his way to the top

female bonding . . .

watching Sex and the City

with her great-grandchild

their fifteen year-old

explaining why wisdom

is overrated

during spring break

the eighth grader working on

a sinister laugh
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centenarian

hugging his sick dog, singing

You are my sunshine . . .

their son refusing

to take the GRE on

Friday the 13th

a blocked poet

attending an AA meeting

for material

explaining 

how a sneeze led to his car

in Lake Erie

a first grader

bringing his father’s cocaine

to show-and-tell
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waiting for the bride

to walk down the aisle, the groom

starts shadowboxing

the CPA

irked at his wife for dying

on April 14th

a Texas couple

naming their triplets Austin,

Houston and Waco

the operator

asking if Frank is spelled

with an F or Ph

a Hawaiian child

inquiring what is the weight

of the Pacific
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Higher Ed

The college sophomore
Enters her professor’s office and
Stares at the framed photo on his desk
Of an Asian young woman and
An Amerasian infant.
Is this your daughter-in-law holding the baby?
~ Actually, it’s my daughter.
Oh, so your wife is Asian?
~ No, my wife is Caucasian.
Then why does your daughter appear Asian?
~ That’s because she is Asian. She was born in Korea.
I don’t get it.
~ My daughter is adopted.
The student gasps softly before uttering,
Adopted? Wow . . . 
I need time to process all of this.
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the second grader

hoping someday to become

a thousandaire

EE prof ’s Nana

asking him to come over

to change a bulb

extreme yard sale . . .

four washers, five dryers

on his neighbor’s lawn

April Fool’s Day . . . 

a student rubbing lard

in the rabbi’s hat

noting his grandson

is in France, studying

at The Sore Bun
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two ex-cons

naming their firstborn daughter

Felanie

a young girl asking

the decorated colonel

where to buy ribbons

obese narcissist

objecting to all diets:

I won’t reduce me

mid-tantrum . . .

a policeman handcuffing

his three year-old

texting

I’m doing great as the bus 

nears his foot
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denied tenure,

pondering how best to use

the Limburger cheese

her date replying

to What do you do? with

You mean for money?

his date replying

to What do you do? with

I’d rather not say

twin brothers

claiming they do not own

any mirrors

post-suicide . . .

at the gravesite, screaming

at her dead grandson
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watching the dean

suck with a straw the filling

out of a Twinkie

wedding day . . .

the pregnant teenaged bride

resplendent in white

her ten year-old

asserting that mac and cheese

make a great steak sauce

telling his teacher

he was not sleeping, just

thinking deeply

adorning the house

with photos of her past pets,

not her granddaughters
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Halloween night . . .

his patient awakening

during surgery

their child arranging

her twelve peanut M&Ms

by circumference

post-tsunami . . .

a Sendai girl’s kimono

reaching Alaska

a young boy reading

to the senile retired prof

Hop on Pop

over breakfast

their nine year-old inquiring

about the G-spot
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the new patient

willing to reveal her birth month

but not day

asking Great-Grandpa

on which side did he serve

in the Civil War

asking Great-Grandma

whether World Wars I and II

involved Earth and Mars

a former student

cutting the hair of the prof

who gave her a D

ninth-grade science quiz . . .

writing Mouthwash Inventor

for Joseph Lister



questioning his choice

to become a scriptwriter

for porn films

a Korean boy

with an old harmonica

playing Bolero

serving her guest,

a New York Orthodox Jew,

shrimp and grits

college freshman

celebrates acing her test

with a friend’s Prozac

asked what’s 8+9,

their first grader responding

A whole lot
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breaking the heart

of his chef Dad by eating

canned pasta

crushing the heart

of her chef Dad by eating

canned potatoes

Sicilian wedding . . .

concerned about the number

of men named Don

a  child querying

her teacher about careers

with balloon animals

a six-year-old girl

trying to imagine life

without depression
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All truths are easy to understand

once they are discovered; the point

is to discover them.

                                  Galileo Galilei

The absolute truth is the thing that makes 

people laugh.

  

                                   Carl Reiner
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dead man walking . . .

giving his girlfriend beer steins

for her birthday

speaking English . . .

two Turks, two Texans trying

to cut through accents

her husband

using grape gummy worms

as a meat garnish

explaining

to his wife that a dirt farmer

doesn’t grow dirt

Baltimore cop

arresting a drunken teen

for goosing him
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a patient asking

four Bellevue psychiatrists

to be pallbearers

mistaking

the tanning salon addict

for a coal miner

asked his religion,

their friend from Baton Rouge

responding Southern

in front of strangers

their Doberman suffering

a bashful bladder

Granddad insisting

Presidents can’t share a name

with a baseball glove
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English Lit student

confusing Mrs. Dalloway

with Mrs. Doubtfire

1912 photo . . .

each of thirty ancestors

looking dyspeptic

on her car’s bumper

a gossip placing the sticker

Choose Civility

on his car’s bumper

a thug placing the sticker

Adopt A Pet

at Pop’s funeral

learning for the first time

she has five half-sibs
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Who cut off his ear?. . .

the art student responding

Vincent Van Halen

a kindergartner

removing from his lunchbox

Grandma’s Glock

Children’s Hospital . . .

an eight year-old preparing

her bucket list

 

on his front porch

a British farmer whittling

asparagus

a young, vibrant prof

explaining why she studies

dead languages
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in baby photos

the Mafia boss looking 

like a hoodlum

Aunt Gayle explaining

why self-control is better

than self-esteem

Aunt Gert explaining

why not to order meatloaf

in a bar-and-grill

sweltering June day . . .

a sleep-deprived toddler

melting down

asking her father,

a lawyer, why he’s nicknamed

The Piranha
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in front of her folks

a girl begging the therapist

to adopt her

the new mother

describing her two week-old

as flamboyant

their Dad making sure

all the men in his wallet

face the same way

at Baskin Robbins

a child asking for a scoop

of something sweet

centenarian

mailing her son three dollars

on his birthday
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Chinese florist

naming his twins Rosa

and Violetta

her blind date

criticizing the way

she holds a knife

ADHD boy

eliciting abject terror

in a new barber

Jewish attorney

searching for a loophole

regarding lobster

at IHOP

the French tourist inquiring

if wine is served
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Planning Ahead

After going bowling
With his father,
The five year-old climbs into
Their SUV and sits down on
His older sister’s booster seat.
When asked why, he replies
He forgot to go to the bathroom,
So in case he has to pee
Before reaching home,
He didn’t want to ruin
His own seat.
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high school football coach

telling the players that pain

is a gift from God

toddler’s sunhat

fitting like a snug glove

on his wife’s head

the scholar

claiming that, in his field,

data is

in the restaurant

screaming at her four year-old

French fries are not toys!

in the restaurant

screaming at her two year-old

Peas are not for ears!
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express check-out  . . .

asking if a dozen eggs

are twelve items

young army cook

misunderstanding the term

mustard gas

a poor boy

claiming he’d sell his soul

to own a Friendly’s

holding their ears

as Great-Aunt Liz describes

sex in the ‘60s

covering their eyes

as Great-Uncle Ed displays

his old bellbottoms
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elderly chemist

struggling to spell the word

laboratory

L.A. poet

staring at the sports headline

World Peace Suspended

Grandma avowing

no female under twenty

should show cleavage

Gramps avowing

no person over forty

should ever tweet

commencement speaker

telling grads, all dressed the same,

to be unique
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her teenaged niece

vowing never again

to self-tattoo

the struggling Knick

viewing the hoop as the size

of a Cheerio

early August . . .

listening to Jingle Bells

in his fan-less home

a stockbroker

daydreaming of mastering

time travel

learning the Marine

who saved his platoon in Nam

killed himself today
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a psychologist

querying her hairdresser

how she handles stress

a psychiatrist

querying his bartender

how he handles lust

 

trying to compose

change-of-season haiku

in his prison cell

car mechanic

telling a nurse the problem

with his lug nuts

shopping list . . .

the Mom of four long-haired teens

writing Drano, tons
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college ballplayer

suffering through a nightmare

of finals, curveballs

informing

the job applicant they seek

a sous, not soup, chef

challenging the man

for declaring My name

is Professor Smith

post-chemo . . .

two bald women choosing

floral henna crowns

with thick smoke coming

from their neighbor’s house, Dad asks

What’s on TV?
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a child inquiring

what is the new religion

of converted rice

El Paso grads

wearing in lieu of mortarboards

black Stetsons

Chez Marcel . . . his wife

requesting three soup crackers

for dessert

Kathleen Katz

begging friends not to call her

Kitty

Pauline Graff

begging friends not to call her

Polly
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asking her uncle,

the NASA scientist,

how hot is hell

sharing the track . . .

two elders with parasols,

three teenaged sprinters

psychotic old man

accepting all the blame

for Richard Nixon

Italian waitress

chiding the clumsy patron

for wearing white

pre dental visit . . .

attempting to floss away

one year of tartar
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during lovemaking

insisting that his wife speak

with a French accent

during lovemaking

insisting that her spouse speak

like John Wayne

asking his teacher

why were the Roman gods

named after planets

born on June 14th,

a three year-old assuming

the flags are for her

college counselor

claiming social work majors

concern her the most
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Do you have homework? . . .

their third grader responding

Why?

Do you have homework? . . .

their fifth grader responding

Maybe

Do you have homework? . . . 

their eighth grader responding

It’s not your concern

mid-July . . . blaming

his car’s crash into the tree

on a halter top

regarding

her daughter’s tattoo as worse

than melanoma
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on vacation . . .

seeing huge piles of memos

instead of the Alps

a Brooklyn tourist

in Fort Worth requesting

a ten-quart hat

telling her shrink

why she could not survive

without denial

on the questionnaire

Gramps writing for Religion

devout agnostic

on the questionnaire

Gramps writing for Sex

very rarely
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teaching her young son

to call strangers Mr. Man

or Ms. Lady

observing

the elderly man who dropped

his ice cream weeping

NBA wives

discuss lovemaking with men

two feet taller

NFL wives

discuss lovemaking with men

two hundred pounds more

the new waiter

delighting the old couple

by saying Hi, Kids
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asked what type

of piano they purchased,

his wife stating Black

the shortest player

stitching a decimal point

on her team jersey

a British Jew

beaming upon hearing

the Queen say schlep

wondering

whether his cat understands

sarcasm

wondering

whether her teen comprehends

irony
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on his birthday

taking a vacation 

from therapy

Great-Grandma Rose

teaching their pet parrot

Yiddish proverbs

Great-Grandpa Sol

teaching their pet parrot

Yiddish insults

summer evening . . .

bagpipe melodies floating

across the Hudson

his child answering

What do you want to be?

with Your boss
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pro athlete

showing off the ATM

in his kitchen

hearing her boyfriend

say Damn after she whispers

I love you

his Quaker wife

christening their pit bull pups

Cuddles and Cupcake

a father learning

the school’s Teacher of the Year

sexted his daughter

bridal gown shopping . . .

beginning to feel regret

about her neck tattoos





To look life in the face. Always to look life 

in the face and to know it for what it is. 

At last to know it. To love it for what it is, 

and then, to put it away.

                                   Michael Cunningham
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at Denny’s

two stoners trying to pay

for their meals with pot

the elderly Jew

instructing his Sikh neighbor

how to say Chaim

a third grader

discovering how polite

and good differ

in Newark

a devout Muslim teen

preparing for prom

archaeologist

ordering vanity plates:

all Roman numbers
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young art student

struggling to control the strokes

painting his first nude

Grandma confessing

she finds food-smeared babies

repulsive

Arturo Craffi,

settling in Kansas, changing

his name to Art Craft

wondering if

Jesus, as a child, ever

was noncompliant

wondering if

Jesus, as a teen, ever

was disrespectful
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photographing

an albino hummingbird

on a leap day

her daughter-in-law

asking whether silk curtains

can be machine-washed

her daughter-in-law

inquiring if welcome mats

should be dry-cleaned

their child erasing

the line between persistent

and obnoxious

the depressed man

belittling himself for tying

a poor hangman’s knot
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first date . . .

pausing before answering

How normal are you?

trying to choose

between shrinks: one script-happy,

one flirtatious

trying to choose

between lawyers: one fee-gouging,

one dishonest

their four year-old

assuming Lucille Ball

is a sport

gas station bathroom . . .

the elderly germaphobe

squatting, praying
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Grateful

After spending
A delightful afternoon 
With his adoring, angelic
Two- and four-year-old
Granddaughters, he
Thanks God for granting him
The wisdom and restraint 
Two decades earlier
Not to strangle his son
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seventh birthday eve . . .

their great-nephew requesting

a rotary phone

describing 

his spouse of forty years

as adequate

describing

her spouse of sixty years

as evolving

on his day off

the prison warden watching

Cool Hand Luke

on her day off

the prison warden watching

Shakespeare in Love
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the reverend

posting outside his church

Free Life Insurance

Irv and Rose Schwartz

asking their child why he named

his newborn Luther

across the street

from the old post office,

a new Guns R Us

his wife attempting

to apply pink nail polish

to their infant’s toes

at the beach . . .

Great-Grandma showing off

her Hendrix tattoos
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her son referring

to pre-2000 songs

as oldies

the spastic teen

wishing his name were not

Kevin Durant

thrice-divorced Jew

researching the lifestyles

of Tibetan monks

at his funeral

recalling the way Dad smelled

of garlic and Brut

at her funeral

recalling the way Mom smelled

of lilacs and Scotch
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Aunt Syl preferring

photographs of herself

slightly blurry

the old professor

clamoring for a new chair

with vision, smarts, spine

Sears job interview . . .

pondering how to answer

Your favorite tool?

his grandson planning

to make a living stealing,

selling traffic signs

eve of her orals,

struggling through a nightmare

with a firing squad
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the CFO

claiming the Bible’s best book

has to be Numbers

the union boss

claiming the Bible’s best book

has to be Job

the school’s sole Muslim

crying others don’t like her

because I’m short

a Duke freshman

arriving thirty minutes late

to appeal his grade

treating to lunch

the ninety-three year-old,

his baby sister
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sixth-grade spelling bee . . .

Harold Rothenberg winning

with archdiocese

ninth-grade spelling bee . . .

Ahmad Muhammed winning

with shtetl

reviewing his day,

calculating the seconds 

of joy

reviewing his day,

calculating the hours 

of despair

at Chez Francois

discussing the nature

of their pug’s stool
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during recess

two fourth graders debating

infinite smallness

at his wedding

the world-class sprinter

waltzing

staring

at the road sign Garbage Only!

No Trash!

staring

at the store sign Idaho Pot.

Ten Pound Bags

his child’s burial . . .

the man with Sjogren’s syndrome

wishing he had tears
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the convict

describing the prison’s food

as uninspired

the soldier

describing the army’s food

as lacking nuance

physics professor

insisting that his in-laws

call him Doctor

her spouse assuming

greatness and celebrity

are synonymous

malpractice lawyer

choosing the toll-free number

800-BAD-DRUG
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informing

total strangers how gifted

her one month-old is

their son firing

his shrink for asking

personal questions

their daughter firing

her shrink for expecting

to be paid on time

Ravens training camp . . .

two linebackers showing off

their mammoth toddlers

a grad student

astonished to find out

it’s spelled Master’s
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gravely ill elder

remembering the first time

her child said Mama

a master salesman

convincing three preschoolers

the moon’s a balloon

Grandpa Oscar

referring to genitals

as our happy parts

department retreat . . .

observing his colleagues roar

with phony laughter

the movie star

wondering whether to smile

for her mug shot
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English class . . . a girl

asking why king and queen

are common nouns

English class . . . a boy

asking if all pastas  must

end with a vowel

Zev Cohn waking up

with a monstrous hangover

and a tattooed cross

distinguishing

for her sons doing something

from being something

visiting Cheyenne,

a Trenton child requesting

a pet buffalo
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hugging from behind

with fingerpaint-covered hands

her white-suited Dad

their teen pondering

if a mole would give his face

some character

asking his parents

whether village idiots

make a good living

Brooklyn, 1:00 a.m. ~

finding on a subway seat

two human lungs

Queens, 3:00 a.m. ~

finding on a subway seat

Sartre’s No Exit
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death row inmate

requesting a world atlas

with his last meal

their neighbor noting

bacon can be made kosher

with the right blessing

amidst the din,

their teenager shouting back

Knock what off?

nine-year-old Jan Cox

daydreaming that her names

have silent letters

an angry child

hiding three jigsaw pieces

from Mom’s new puzzle
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his son querying

if any of their relatives

are aliens

Grandpa Milton

avowing he cannot make

a funny face

two philosophers

consider a career shift

to tag team wrestling

his great-niece placing

a black-and-white TV first

on her Christmas list

in response

to Do you like Jews?, a boy

stating I love grape
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pet store . . .

telling the owner she wants

his neatest hamster

their Dad despising

a neighbor for calling

her mother Mother

at the post office

a boy requesting stamps

picturing mutants

at the post office

a girl requesting stamps

that make you giggle

over dinner

four renowned plastic surgeons

discussing Cher
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the psych prof

noting how an ego

and Eggo differ

the psych prof 

noting idiots do not

have bigger ids

the psych prof 

noting superegos are not

the best egos

his girlfriend

feeling bad drinking tea

in a coffee shop

learning

her ogling boss has a child

named Lolita
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on his blind date

the dean bringing a copy 

of his CV

Grandma refusing

to accept any suggestion

from the thin waitress

the fifth grader

asking which is heavier:

Asia or the moon

the third grader

asking which is stronger:

maroon or purple

the first grader

asking which is larger:

heaven or hell
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a boy deciding

he’d rather be powerful

than happy

a girl deciding

she’d rather be gorgeous

than respected

worrying

they’ll have to deal with in-laws

in the hereafter

questioning

his psychoanalyst who

Ed Apuhl was

showing

their youngest daughter’s date

his shotguns, moose heads
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